•

Dr. Eidelberg
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen!

I think we are

all grateful to Dr. Brenner for bringing up this problem, which
is so interesting to all of us, independently whether

~he

patient

we are just treating has anxiety or has no anxiety, because
he is only a conversion; or perhaps we can start by using the
concrete approach to the problem by using somebody who is a
little older than infants, because then the psychological part
of the anxiety doesn't have to be guessed, but may be examined.
As you know, in the cases of

phobias~

which Freud

regarded as the best example of study of the anxiety, we do
find, to quote Little Hans, that the anxiety connected with
the anticipation is connected with the anticipation of the
danger.

Perhaps we should say, instead of danger, we should

say, defeat.

Because if the person anticipates only danger

and rightly or wrongly assumes that he will over come this
danger, anxiety not necessarily will appear.

But when he

anticipates a defeat, then he develops anxiety.
From a clinical point of view, it has been long recognized that this anxiety might either be what we call a nor. mal anxiety, or a neurotic one.
the factcrs

\~hich

I don't want to enumerate all

differentiate the two phenomena.

I want to

· point out that whereas in the so-called normal anxiety, the
ability to fight increases, in the so-called neurotic anxiety,
the ability to deal with the problem decreases.
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be examined by physiological matter,

althou~h

do not

re~ard

them as being - in quotation marks - objective matter; because
without examining the psychological, we are unable to
o

conclude,

T

as Dr. Brenner rightly pointed out, whether anxiety is present
at a 11.

If one examines the neurotic anxiety - and it is

possible that one and the same patient reproduces a reaction
in which the anxiety increases ability to fight, and another
which decreases - one is reminded of another normal phenomenon,
namely, of the phenomenon of panic or terror.

There, the ability

to,fight does not increase, but decreases completely, and we
sometimes find a collapse.

It may be that if one takes this

phenomenon into account, it is then possible to see that what
takes place in a phobia is not really anxiety; or, if one insists
in calling this anxiety also the ability to fight decreases.
This kind of anxiety is completely different from the anxiety
a normal person experiences.
Therefore, some of us suggested many years ago to
call that kind of emotion 'Schreck,' or terror, or panic.
·.· ..

Now, a slight theoretical remark, in order to recall
the fact that if one examines the complicated phenomenon of

.

anxiety, it is necessary, I think, to recall that whereas the
·original formulation was based on the first instinct theory,
·-·
.
the second concept of anxiety was then based on the second
~
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•

instinct theory.

And perhaps in this connection, I want to

remember or to recall _that in his latest papers, Freud tenta.

tively suggested that it may be that the a~iety is not
<o

~ .~

t.

\:

;, .

·connected with the libido 8t all, but chiefly connected with
· ,;,....~agg~essive tendencies.
. - . ....

~

'
-.:.

~.,.

.. '

-~hat,

perhaps, would explain the

.

'.

·phenomenon that many patients who suffer from damming up of
sexual libido, do·. not have anxiety at all.
-oOo-

;..
,t.

·•

i

~:

..

~;

.. ·

..j

-, .:

;
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Dr.Hartmann
I think we should thank Dr. Brenner for a very clearly
presented, thoughtful paper.

It was especially rich, also, in

anticipations, I should say, and possibly in validations of
~ossible

arguments by opponents.

We will see about that later.

I would start by saying that nobody can discuss, of
course, in the five minutes Dr.

Nunber~

is

re~dy

to give us,

the whole paper, because the paper actually encompasses the
whole theory of anxiety.
-

.-for...

thirty years.

pe~pective,

Tnt is a field in which Freud workD

We should not, if we give the historical

~nderestimate

the fact that Freud himself has

made considerable changes in his approach.

Also, I was always

very much touched and impressed by the fact that in the last
time, when he presented his views, that is, the new lectures
in theoretical lectures, he said twice, and with great emphasis,
that what he has to present is nothing but a supplement.

So,

he didn't consider it as terminated, the chapter of analysis,
and I am sure that supplements are necessary and will be welcome,
if they are valid.
Now, I want to start with a few remarks about actual
neurosis, a much discussed topic, not recently, but, let's say,
, twenty or -thirty years ago, as some of you remember.

Many of

us feel that cases of so-called actual neurosis, that is,
.- neuresthenia and anxiety
• ,.

~n

neurosis, ·or hypochondria, are not

:'_--:

;
~ ·;·

- ! -

··-analyzable, as Freud might have thought fifty years ago.
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Dr.' Hartmann
this was said rightly by Dr. Brenner,
" .. -

~lso.

I am not so sure that, for instance, the practice of

interrupted intercourse or abstinence £an be made a neurosis
in

a ~norma 1

indi vidua 1. .·:£ut one sees much. inore trequently

the opposite.

That is,

~fan

individual is neurotic, which

.means that he is psychoneurotic, then he can't stand periods of
.

..

abstinence, and he can't stand coitus interruptus, while the
normal ones do much better in these situations.
We are used to speaking of the actual neurotic core
of the neurosis - as you quoted - to tarhich later are added the
psychoneurotic symptoms.

The opposite is more frequently

truer than is a psychoneurotic core, to which are added actual
neurotic symptoms.· However, I want to make it quite clear
,.

othat the problem relevant here is not etiology of the actual
neurosis, the relationship, if there is one, between the damming
~.up

of libido, or, let '.s ·say, aggression, and the mechanism by

which anxiety originates.

I don't think that the actual neurosis

can lend the decision on whether there are one or two mechanisms
of anxiety production.

If we can prove that the damming up of

libido will increase disposition to anxiety, this still does
not exclude

t~e

possibility that thia type of anxiety is not

automatic anxiety, but signal anxiety.

It can be that an Ego

finds itself confronted by a great amount of·stimuli, which it

-·

feels it is unable to master.
' .· r

can't come.
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:>.:·aggression and the mechanism of anxiety formation, though they
•

•

··-~·~-;.

"'.

. :.

:

• .-o

~

2.·~re constantly confused in our literature, are two entirely

"-,:.•

' . :-·~:

-

· ·r':'dirrerent
subjects,['
. ; ,·
""'~

'

-.

Frustrated libido
.. :.

may

well be one factor, but if so,

one amongst man, and we. don't sub8cribe to the simplifications
..

~

·. -~--;~_::m~st ·or

us quoted.· ·.In

~ontradistinction

with this, Freud

.simply moved gradually evermore away from the simple.
You see so tar that we had not very much to object
to Dr. Brenner's paper, but I come now to the second point
where I happen to disagree in some aspect.

This concerns the

development aspect of the anxiety problem.

Freud said in a

passage that is too little known - it is one of the most
important between analysis and biological aspect that is in
the human being - some kind of signal of anxiety would have to
be instituted anyhow, because of the survival values, and
that question of analysis is not to decide, not to• give the
reason why there is anxiety in the human, but which will,
historically.

This anxiety signal which has a survival value,

that's actually the aspect of anxiety that is adjusted, comes
about, is contrived, and .how it develops, the different
stages, etc •. However, with Dr. Brenner, anxiety starts with
the anxiety signal, that is, with the development or the
aNticipatory functions or the Ego.

Before the time, he says,

there is unspecific, unpleasure, but not anxiety.
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Now, the termimlogical

we don't care about.
I
However, I feel it is in line with p~ychoanalytic re8earch and
que~tion,

thinking to hypothetically construct the four stages of later
specific phenomenon, if thia phenomenon
at the time a 8pecific phenomenon.

c~n't

be recognized

You understand what I mean?

Even if the child doesn't feel the difference, we have the
right to establish a genetic continuity.

We know that the Ego,

once developed, makes active use for its own purposes of all
kinds of more primitive and earlier functions.
the development of the Ego.
~tatements

of

This

one of the most under-

we can make about Ego functions, and !Ome example

Dr. Brenner give! in

thi~

i~

It precedes

Now, many

a~pect~

hi~

paper.

of pre-verbal development psychology.

We have had hypothese! exterpolation!,
this time, which have proved useful.

construction~

about

Dr. Greenacre and Dr •

. Spitz have worked on the su~ject, as all of you know.
like Dr. Brenner, that many
precur~ors

in the

emotion~

that might not be at all

of later anxiety, are indiscriminately called anxiety

p~ychoanalytic

literature, which I don't

~rove.

would just say, among those emotions, there are also
we determine.later
many others.
stage be

I feel,

predispo~e

I

tho~e

that

to excite; but there are probably

Also, the emotions can so far only at a later

unmi~takably

characterized.

Stlll, !want to 8ay that

we won't give up all hope of

e~tablishing

11/28/50.
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genetic co-relation.

If one were to assume that all unpleasure

in infancy is of the same kind, if only of the

~arne

tensity,

and has the same influence upon later disposition for anxiety:
thie is certainly also hypothetical.
·that.

I

mean~

There is no proof for

there is no difference between these phenomena.

MOst of the phenomena we can at the present time not distinguish,
if we assume that all of them work in the same way as the later
anxiety phenomenon.

This would also be a hypothesis, and

certainly not better proof than Freud's hypothesis.
To summarize this, I don't see any reason to avoid
tentative reconstructions in this respect, because it would

..
:·

be helpful integration of our data, and it also points to

,.''

'

research, directed research of direct relationships of Ego
I

development, and so on.

~

:?

There is one parallel to

r··

.-

•

going

on~

thi~

discussion which is

a theoretical discussion, and that is,this is a

criticism that has been voiced against analysis, when Freud

~
~

··

!'

.~

...

).

extended the term of (

It was said why we

:..

___

'
_;

,--..

•\

could easily agree if only he would speak of sexuality, but
would say the child, before the phallic or genital phase,
experiences.pleasure.

Why shouldn't we speak of pleasure?

Then

~

•·,

~~

'.;·

.~

we avoid all conflicts.
earlier pre-phallic

Still, I think that this is connecting

~tages

with later ones, proved especially

-~-

....

helprul in anatysis, and I think the same could be true of

~

such hypothesis about

"I

;,'

...

"·:,,

,,rt

1..

.1

-
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What the child at his early etage has, of course,
nobody knows.

But here again there is a ·parallel to this.

We

have actually to sacrifice the phenomenological identification;
any ·sort of phenomenologica 1 identification, _I mean.

I wouldn't

think that a child, an infant that has oral pleasure, feels
the same thing as an adult person in intercourse.
also not insist that this child at the age of two
periences something we can

de~cribe

So I would
month~

ex-

as forces of anxiety,

experiences phenomonologically the same anxiety at a later age;
and still this is one, I feel, of the characteristics of
analyzing things that we first determine in genetic connection.
That is, we put things together according to whether they are
genetically related. and not because they are close to one
another in the inner experience.
Now, in

~ummarizing,

I may say that Freud reconstruc-

tively established continuity, reaching from later and better
known phenomena of anxiety, backwards to the earlier situation
of traumatic experience, helplessness, danger situation, lose
or object love. -I think that these are co-relations not just
with unpleasure in an unepecific way, but the specific situations
· of earliest

as he calls danger situations, or

~hildhood,

~itua-

'

tiona of helplessness, is a very fruitful 8nd promising eort,
and I don't see any reason to change my views on it.
'

<.·

'

'

If Dr. Brenner could accept this priority of the
. '

concept ·formation in analysis, we would already be
...

.- -9-

. Dr. Hartmann
very
we

clo~e

c~ll

to it, the one to the other,

this

~nxiety

worry me very much.

bec~u~e

whether then

or do not call it anxiety, it wouldn't
Anyw~y,

on the

ba~is

of such a determined

genetic orientation, we will be ready to accept the
that besides the

~ignal

pos~ibility

anxiety, there is, before signal

anxiety, there may be other origins of anxiety.

And still, I

have to add - which is interesting - historically, that the
part of the theory that came later to be known, the signal
anxiety, as Dr. Brenner said, is to be

~n

essential element

of our analytic theory, while the other part of it is overexcitation or stimulation, still remains a hypothesis.
-oOo-
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Dr. Silberpfenig
Dr. Brenner'e paper hal!! given eo many here fruitful
thought.

It wal!! el!!pecially clearly prel!!ented.

·neede to read a paper like that.

One generally

It eeme to me, I want to

confine myl!!elf to eomething very eimple; namely, to remind
our rriend of the differentiation between fear and anxiety,
which in German ie rather dirficult, a eort or awkward word.
But we can speak of signal anxiety in Englieh, calling it
!!!imply, fear, automatic anxiety.

Furthermore, we know that

even in adults: feelings are not unmixed when we face a patient
who ie arraid.

He ought to experience hil!!

may be, incidentally, all!!o in pain.

unp~eal!!ure.

He

The pain can produce

anxiety, and that is alec true and more l!!O in infante, and
eometimes very difficult to differentiate what kind of feelings
an adult experiences.
impo8sible, even in the

And in small children that i5
etage~

of verbalization.

l!!ometime~

._,

We can,

however, rollowing Dr. Hartmann's suggrstion, we can try to
reconstruct earlier etages, eay, that we can see that small
children very Bmall ones who have already acquired certain Ego
functions, will, in momente of great tension and need, abandon
theml!!elvee.

A child who has already learned turning to the

t

'·

breast and sucking will, under great excitement, let'eeay there
i8 8omething wrong with the milk, suddenly turn hiahead bBck
and forth and forget wha-t he is 8uppo5ed to suck, and 80 on.
And There are countless examples of it; and we can 8ay .that most
11/28/50
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possibly among other feelings that the child experiencee, there
,must
be a precursor of what we later call fear.
'
~ "'

": -.

..

..

~-

.

But eince

t

·~·,\here
is no signal, we ~Y call it anxiety, which overwhelms
:,
.

--

..•.

~ ~ .'

,:.,4! ·~h~.. infant in what .we used to call actual neurosi!, and I
.;

.

· am not going into 21 diECU!sion of that.

There 1!, according

to Freud, a direct transformation of libido, 21nd there is no
implication that that aibido is the sexual

los~.

And it seems

\
0

·to me that the so-called anxiety of 2111 the neuro!es is not
the sexual, it's sexualized and aggreseivized; something
like that.

At any rate, something instinctual is lacking; and

in the observation of smaller

infant~

under observation, in

,·

..

~-

situations where he is ready to give up his newly acquired

'

Ego functions, and regressed to an e21rlier stage, we are confronted with some kind of precursors of anxiety whereby the
Ego has given up the sexualized function and the anxiety is

•
tully sexual or 21ggressive; at any rate,
inetinctual phenomenon.
And if we think of the differentiation, maybe Eomewhat in those
terms, then in this free floating anxiety, where there is no
implication of signal, there is a great 21mount of sexualization
and aggressive component, while in the situation, which is a
.....
,,

,,

function of.the Ego, there is presumably a desexualization;
and where !uch a desexualization does not exist, we 21re confronted

'

..

(

..

!·;

..

with inability of the Ego to add to the Ego defense; and the
function of fear fails as signal.
-oOo-

~

•f

;

L

'·•

·'•·
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Dr.·· Lowenstein
Mr.

Ch~irm~n,

I

h~rdly h~ve

.,.Hartmann said all the thing:! which I
, . will ju8t edd e few
'~.clear

remark~,

anything to say.
w~8

thanking Dr.

Dr .

going to l!ay.
~renner·

So I

for his very

end beautiful paper, but in which the value of it is to

point out all the hypothetic nature or the weaknesses of
eertein of our theoretical constructions .
Particularly, for instance,• whn he stresl!es in
Feneschel, certain l!entences about the hormone disturbances,
where he rightly so seys that actually it i8 a
~

.~

i'}'

hypothesis

about a hypothesis, and which is hinted that it is stated in
such terms as if it were facts of observation.

But still, I

think, like Dr. Hartmann, that the simplification where Dr.
Brenner proposes, would, unfortunately, lead to a great deal
of loss.

I mean, loss, not only theoretical matters, but

almost in clinical work.
If we enelyze the various types of anxieties, in a:!
much as they are related to the various types of dangers, by
stating simply that anxiety is a l!ignal warning, a warning
signal about an unpleasure or traumatic situation, one loses
very specific gains which one has, end which one can observe
in patients; end which, for instqnce, anxiety is always related
to castration in one, and the other very typically
love.

~o

loss of

In another case, very typically, it i8 centered around

the enxiety of losing the object.

11/28/50
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Dr.Lowenstein

:

~sometime~

~

distinguish the

differentiate, the
;,

thing~

ob~ervation

which are eo difficult to

of small children, that some

··.

or their reactions are of the type of anxiety; others are of
'' ~:~. .· ~

.

.

the type of rage.

We would not be able to lead them

·.genetically to the original situation, if one abandoned this
concept of

anxiety~

as provoked, not by

but provoked, let's say, by the

lo~a

a·~ignal

function,

of an object.

Some other clinical facts which we would lo5e without
this hypothesis, I remind 'you only of the very typical clinical
phenomenon of patients who have anxiety . . Very typical
The feeling of anxiety.

symptom~.

There<;I'' the signal function is

,.
the rear of the traumatic helplea3 situation of.violent

r

1:;'

•

•·

anxiety.

Still, it doesn't prove that this anxiety that they

are so afraid of, is produced directly.
But there are phenomena like fear.

It is not proven.

The anxiety signal is to

avoid traumatic situations of the nature of anxiety we can
observe.

We could not explain as ea5ily, for instance, the

phenomenon of the function of the erotization of aniety if we
did not have this thepry.

But I mean to say that if we assume

for reasonf which Hartmann pointed out, from the genetic point
or view, we· must assume that they are phe¢'nomena in early
childhood, although they are phenomenologically difficult to
distinguish their anxiety or not; but clearly, what develops

11/28/50
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·~Dr.

· ·out of them, and the reconstruction which we can make in later
~

life, leading to the aituationa, one clearly

di~tinguiahea

there primary forms. or prototypes of which later becomes
anxiety.

Whether this can be explained in terms of being

overwhelmed by stimulus, inner or outer, whether there is a
rupture of barrier, these are secondary hypotheses; hypothesis
about the

h~tpthesis,

which are far

le~a

convincing, and

might some day be replaced by some other hypothesis.
But I still believe we have a great gain, and not

,.

enough - - a great gain from keeping the old theory; and I
don't see any, aside from simplification, which is not enough
by accepting Dr. Brenner's theory.
-oOo-

,.
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,Dr.

Spitz

Dr. Lowenstein, I am agreeable to thank Dr. Hartmann for his systematic presentation or the problems presented by Dr. Brenner's thoughtful and scholarly paper.
have read it briefly, and since I do

I

to go into the

not~eed

systematic side or it, I will limit &7selr to a

~ew

litlle

beauty spots which I will choose within the paper with which
large parts or which I am in substantial agreement.
In the

~irst

place, I would say that it I bad read

it only, as we so often are inclined to do, the three points

ot the summary, I would say that I agree completely with what
it says, not what it doesn't say; not with what it leaves out,
I mean.

But there I would say that I am in so complete agree-

ment that I would say that it is substantially usable as a
summary tor the paper I gave in Detroit, as Dr. Brenner mentioned.
Row, to coae to the little beauty spots, ot which I
would like to speak, they are ot course in my particular field.
I would like to mention
neuroses.

~tore,

something about the actual

Have you ever thought or the tact that the historic

change which occurred since the writing about actual neuroses,
that the

cul~ural

change makes tor seeing ver7

neuroses than Freud .a7 have seen.

.uc~

less actual

Practices used at that time

are rare today, and we would have actually used in that systematic

~ay

.~1/28/50
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or you are

. ·.
<

.

.

· ·Dr. Spitz
raailiar

with~rrie•

couples who still use coitus interruptus?

I haven't seen one.
•'

You should be 1n Boston.

DR. BREHMER:

. I believe that actual neuroses

DR. SPITZ:

aight be seen in cases like those which Dr. Grayson studied.
However, that 1s a ainor point, it seems to ae, and I think,
like Dr. Lowenstein and Dr. Hartmann, I reel that we would lose
a good deal it we would abandon the concept or the actual
neurosis, which to
as yet.

~

aind is not sufficiently exactly examined

I have the reeling that we have a good deal to learn

there, particularly in regard to that point which very prominent
analysts again and again discover 1n their investigations or
anxiety, and which, it seems to be an unresolvable chore at the

>.

II

bottom or anxiety by some or them intruding, including Dr.

~I

..

5

...,

Greenacre, who, however, doesn•t like the expression, has been
called basic anxiety.

Whether that is not something which we

could understand better with the help or actual neurosis, I

~-

..•

wonder •
Row, to come back to the questions which interested

,_

ae particularly, and that 1s the question or anxiety in the
early infancy, where I

tind~selt

the coaclusions which Dr. Breaner
aent with the method he

~ries

in complete agreement with
CSrava.~•nd

in complete agree-

to get at them, I will say we

.-

. lmow a good deal aore about infants today than Dr. Brenner
.

.

. ..: :.· ·.
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aesuaes.
-~'"·. ~·

._

··-\

It is not eo that we do not know when the infant

.

..

.~

starts to have visual perceptions.
. . . . . .__

I mean,.there are probabl7

'\

. _· earlier ones than we know or.
. ~ ·- ... ··.~~,demonstrate

... ~~:-. . ~

- ·:. . . . •·:, ~--c

But we certainly know and can

visibly that· an infant has visible perceptions
•

~'~

~

~ ~

. ·;·somewhere between one ·.and two months; and that the way in which
..

·'.:·an infant can deal with its locomotor activities is one which
_·goes tar back with his limbs, which goes tar back behind the
third month, is also certain.
I always reel, when such statements are made - - I

don't know - - some discomfort, thinking back or the

psycholo- ·

gist, Margaret Kurt1ng, who started her book on psychology

w1~

the statement about this and this and this psychologist, and
ends up by saying that you cannot discuss with psJchoanalysts
because they only read what they write themselves, and don't

,,

read what psychologists have investigated.

Well, trom this

point or view, I !hink that the question or how this develops,
and how one can investigate these phenomena in infancy, is

·-::

•

....

..

.

,.

.,;
'

f,.

·rather important, when we think or disproving Freud's assumption
that the helplessness situation in infancy provokes anxiety .
I think that you will t1nd,·that, as Freud put it, a physio-

nomical criterion is decisive there, and that this phys1onom1cal
criterion is not a tac1atexpression, but it is a behavior
picture; and that when I speak ot
I actually

11gb~

reactions, tor instance,

--·.

mean the infant turning around and running away, eo

·,,
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·Dr.--Stern
I,

too~

thank Dr. Hart.ann tor his courage in tackling

so ditticult a problem.
Preud always

t~aced

back to Signal anxiety, anx1et.J

at birth, and he did not replace this bJ the anxiet7 produced
b7 aiss1ng (

) in the lectures he dated that the

tear or missing the mother in relation to this, there is no
need to reJect the idea that these conditions tor anxiety
fundamentally repeat the situation.

They do.

I want aore to follow Dr. Spitz, because here we are

.,
'·-

in the realm of racts, and I think that just the research or
the last year brought a highly fascinating configuration ot
Preud's theory about anxiety; and I think here is mixed up
between the biolgic reaction or anxiety and the psychic
experience or anxiety, what Preud thought was repeated in
automatic anxiety, was not some psychic experience, be
explained himself.

This is doubtful.

But it was not doubttul

that as he explained hiaselt, in anxiety in historic events,

.'-•

·.~

binding to afferent and efferent excitations or anxiety .

._·

How, when Dr. Brenner cuts
and

w~nts

out the automatic anxiety

only to admit that anxiety as an anticipation or

danger, then we have to ask what is danger.
autoaatic anxiety.

Danger is Just the

Be calls it a traumatic moment.

Preud

explained that the traumatic moment is automatic anxiety, being
flooded with excitations which can't be discharged.
_! '
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This is

'.

Dr. 'Stern

. :the point where aodern science has confirmed Freud's hypothesis

...

'

.. in the research into the stress reaction and the biological
·;·:alterations or the body in the stress reactions.

.·.am

I, personally,

tor some 7ears interested in the shock .reaction, and we

.

..

. •re to be very grateful to Dr. Ribellig, who has paid special

I

.

i

attention to this shock reaction in early infancy.

We know

I

that shock reactions, ·as expressions, biological expressions

~

or automatic anxiety, are present in the infant until the

I

third year.

Dr. tRibellig says shock is physiological in the

post-natal period.

How, from this we can turther conclude that
I

what is underlying every anxiety process - that means the
somatic process which goes on - when anxiety is experienced nn
a psychic level, is the shock reaction, shock and counter-shock
defense reactions.

I have called, in a paper which I read

some years ago in Israel, I have called this the automatic

•
-·~.

shock; and I wanted to differentiate from this what in my
mind 1s the infantile sexual trauma.

I cannot now explain the

whole idea, but I think this would give a clarification to
the problems of actual anxiety and ot traumatic neurosis.
When we examine more cloeely what goes on in this
. process of the shock reaction, then we realize that the original

..
I

,...

process is part or the whole shock reaction, and we can't say
that what is observed in the automatic responses in the post-

-

natal period, that this is not specific.
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·~·,-:

Dr. Brenner mentioned pain

an~age.

Pain is Just,

ae anxiety, a breakthrough or the stimulation.

Pain is only

accompanied by the same reactions, as anxiety, when it is over· whelming pain. ._Rage 11 part or this complexion.
t~ight,

How, in

tor exaaple, in panic, we have a revival or this shock

reaction in adults; only that this shock is immediately followed
by strong shock defense reactions - breating and the stimulation
or the heart, and so on.
And I want to conclude with this:

That what is

•

..,.
f

commonly looked at as anxiety, is not the real thing.
a defense.

It is a defense against what Freud has called the

r.

traumatic factor.

;

It is a counter-shock.

i

,.,

·:~'

It is

It is a defense against the shock reaction.
And only when this defense mechanism

is insufficient, we arrive at what Freud had caned traumatic
anxiety.

-ooo-

~·
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-
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Dr. Blau

•

I want to thank Dr. Brenner tor bringing the subJect

up tor discussion in the society, not only because he has
presented a veey elear paper, but that he bas bad the courage
·to.bring up this subJect to the society.

I and a number or

other members or the society have talked about the subJect or
anxiety and have been warned that this is a dangerous subJect
to discuss, because it is one that Freud worked on tor 30
years and did not solve.

So how can a young man bring it up

to the society and expect to add to it?

But the tact is,

bat Freud himself recognized that this is an uneolvable problem
in psychoanalysis and psychiatry; and, in tact, encourages

.rt.

r·

turther thinking

~n

relation to anxiety.

.

In connection with the discussion, and also with Dr.
Brenner's paper, I tind that a common error is made:
anxiety is not defined.

It's taken for granted.

that

And there

are·a number or different forms or anxiety that should be
..·..
~·

,!f-,

differentiated.

Dr. Hartmann brought up the problem and dis-

missed it, that the terminological problem 1s not one that we
need to bother with; but it is a very tmportant one, because
when we talk about anxiety, are we talking about physiological
anxiety, or are we talking about the attect or anxiety, or are

,_.

we talking about the language or anxiety, the semantics or
anxiety, or are we talking about the
we interpret as anxiety.
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Dr. Blau
aean1ng.

Particularly, we have to differentiate between what

is psychological anxiety and physiological anxiety.
In connection with the actual neurosis, I think
there we see the tendency has been to dismiss them because
or Freud's original idea that it was connected with damming
back sex.

But what we understand today as actual neurosis, is

connected with actual physical symptoms, as we see it in neurasthenia, where not only do we see anxiety, but we also see
fatigue, which is also real, actual.

•

And the anxiety in the

actual neurosis is physiological anxiety, and must bedifferentiated from neurotic anxiety.

And physiological

anxiety, or course, cannot be analyzed and it's related to
normal anxiety.
Dr. Brenner, as many others, does not attempt to

- - -

particularly in recent years in talking about the traumatic
neurosis - - - does

•
not differentiate between the war neurosis

and Schreck neurosis; that in the war neurosis we do see that
they follow the pattern or neurosis in general, or are
reactivations or old neuroses; but that we see less often.
But there are cases or actual Schreck neurosis in which anxiety
is the

most·~rominent

symptoms; and these, too, should not

be contused; and these two should not be.
A third point in relation to the comment about anxiety
-2~-
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Dr. Blau
· 1n infants, I would agree with Dr. Brenner, that it is difficult

to_determine

whe~her

the Joung infant experiences anxiety.

How, if we mean by anxity the affect or anxiety, as we understand
it,. later in lite, or the name, anxiety, or the reeling that is
given the name, anxiety, I would agree.

But whether you call

this unpleasure or not, it is a disturbance which is genetically
related to what we later learn to call anxiety, and what we
later learn to connect with certain affects which we recognize
within ourselves, subjective reactions in selecting the (

)

Incidentally, the same criticism that he applies to
infants can be applied to animals, too, because animals we can

r

never know about the affects of anxiety; in animals or in young

r

children; because in animals, the only way we know about arrects
is by speech.

The individual has to tell us about it.

We can

only guess.

• useage to say that a dog reels angry.
How, it's wrong
He may act what we think is angry, but we don•t know if a dog

•''

feels angry.

All we know is,· in a human, when be identities

a certain feeling he has within himself, the affect is anger.
How, there is no question that this original reactbn in the
infant is very definitely connected with the reaction we recognize
later as anxiety, and to which we give the name, anxiety, and
which we.teach the child to recognize the feelings within
.

..

~.

....
~

"Jr •
~

'

h111Selr as anxiety.
.
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I want to thank Dr. Brenner tor this aost interesting

.... •

-

'

:and clarifying paper.

I would say that it is very logical and
.. -·perhaps too log1ca.l. · I think it is true, in his critic ism on
.

•.

~

.. ...

.

\'

_

~-

..

·-

· ; the- actual neurosis, he baa pointed out that we aight be able
. _to_explain, 1n
-~

'

a psychological
way, . some or the phenomena;
..
.

'_but still, it seems to ae interesting that actual neurosis is
_~a-very

specitic phenomenon which we can observe, and which

was especially convincing to Freud, because these cases were
cured with psychoanalysis, just by the advice to change their
sexual habits.
Now-a-days we are inclined to interpret the anxiety
which appears in these cases trom another point or view.

Per-

haps we would not see 1n thea physiological anxiety, but I
don't doubt the tact that there is something like physiological
anxiety.

We cannot forget that there are, tor instance, as a

result of the inJection or adrenalin, we see anxiety. ·•That is
not a psychological anxiety.

As a result or certain physical

diseases, certain functions, we see anxiety, not as psychological,
but as a physiological anxiety.
not completely to

el!~ate

So it is rroa the beginning

the possibility that disfunctions

or sexuality aight lead to sane physiological anxiety, even if
we cannot prove it now-a-days.
J..

Another point is this: It is true that 1n the usual
•
explanation or the breaking-through or the stiaulus barrier,
·.

. and the massive exciteaent or the massive ·stimulus is emphasized.
: . ··.

-~

.. -·
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' .. as if really the quantitJ or the stimulus would be the signs
.. tor breaking through or the stimulus.
, _ misunderstood by Reich

~nd

I think that has been

b7 Penechel, and is not really

-· ·: what Freud means. . ·Preud himself has given examples or the

ver.r specific breaking-through or the stimulus, which is not
a powerful stimulus.
You remember, tor instance, that Freud mentions, when
an infant sees a woman, let us say, approacbirg, he expresses
expectation or pleasure.

But if in seeing clearly the features

ot the woman, he recognizee that it is not the mother, then
this child reacts with anxiety.
powerful stimulus.

This would not be a very

It is a specific stimulus which can break

the stimulus barrier;and similar experiments have been done
with animals.

It you have read, perhaps, about experimental

neurosis by Gant, Gant had his dogs exposed to explosions,
kind~or

nearby explosions, all

very strong stimuli, and they

did not acquire any traumatic neuroses.

But when the difteren-

tiation or the stimulus became too difficult, when the dog
was not able to solve theproblem, tben anxiety occurred and

..

then it was a tull-tledged neurosis •
Now, in a similar way we see 1n war neurosis and 1t 1n
civilian traumatic neurosis.
powerful stimulus.

It doesn't have to be a very

It is the specificity or the stimulus which
.

~

breaks the stimulus barrier; and I think Dr. Brenner has seen
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Dr. Sperling

-~-.-.

But'still, I think that it is or value to

that quite clearly.

differentiate between what he calls automatic anxiety, and the
anxiety which is a defense •echanism.

I think that Freud is

here thinking in a similar way as in the theory or the
tioned reflexes.

cond1~

We have conditioned reflexes and we have,

later, unconditioned reflexes.

Now, 1t might well be that

later on, in human beinas or in animals, we see rarely
,

unconditioned reflexes.

But still, we cannot understand

unconditioned reflexes without knowing and assuming that they
have been there first, or that there are originally unconditioned reflexes.

And in the same way, as it were, anxiety.

It we see in the patient, whom we are treating,
mostly anxiety, which is, for example, Ego anxiety, anxiety
which is Ego mechanism, a signal anxiety, it does not preclude
the existence or an original anxiety which is parellel to the

.-.

.

unconditional reflex.
Now, I think that better observation or infants
can come to better results in the differentiation or the
different affects, and I think that it is really possible to
differentiate rage and atxiety in infants.

Mothers Who observed

their infants, have a very good insight, and know exactly whether

:

. the child has anxiety or has rage or any other emotion. And 1t
....
we observed the infant·· carefully enough, we can see the differ-

r..

-

·, entiation.
•

~-·
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